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C
ALL IT FASHION, call it fear of

being left behind, call it op-

portunism — whatever the

reason, every chief execu-

tive worth his salt, it seems, is itching

to find a company to buy or to merge

with. The world’s biggest three-way

auction, which pitted Worldcom

against British Telecom and GTE for

the hand of MCI, and the proposed mar-

riage of two pairs of the Big Six ac-

counting firms are just the biggest in

what looks like a new wave of

megamergers sweeping the United

States and Britain. Nor is continental

Europe, traditionally resistant to the fi-

nance-driven strain of Anglo-Saxon

capitalism, immune: in one week last

September, no fewer than four large

cross-border mergers were announced

in France, Germany and Sweden.

Of course, some mergers are 

justifiable in strategic terms. A few —

although the research says not many

— actually benefit the buyer’s share-

holders as well as the seller’s. But we

believe that, paradoxical as it sounds,

most companies have more value to

gain from corporate subtraction than

corporate addition. Instead of seeking

to create value by expanding their em-

pires through mergers and acquisi-

tions, managers should be looking at

the potential gain in breaking their

companies up. In other words, instead

of basing their strategy on the formu-

la 1 + 1 = 3, managers should be think-

ing in terms of a radically different for-

mula: 1 – 1 = 3.

Note that this is not an asset-

stripping or financial-engineering

proposition. Our agenda is a manage-
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Acquisitions are all the rage,

but when it comes to  creating

value, big is not always better.

What matters is how a com-

pany’s pieces work together. Corporate
Breakups
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ment one. Most large companies are

too diversified for their own good.

There are sound reasons why manag-

ing a portfolio of companies covering

a number of business sectors is hard-

er than managing companies within a

single sector, or, to turn it around, why

managers of a focused group of com-

panies can more easily create value

than their counterparts in a nonfo-

cused one. 

We would go further: as this real-

ization spreads, it will trigger a wave

of corporate restructuring that makes

the current mergers look like a drop in

the ocean. Our research indicates that

$1 trillion of extra value could be re-

leased in the United States and

Britain alone by companies

that embrace the breakup

regime. More than 50 percent

of the largest companies on

both sides of the Atlantic

should be actively consider-

ing breaking themselves up,

according to our calculations. 

The reason that breakup

is such a powerful idea is

simple — and for senior man-

agers of large companies,

disturbing. The central man-

agement of most large com-

panies destroys more value

than it creates.

Our research indicates
that $1 trillion of extra
value could be released

in the United States and
Britain alone by companies
that embrace the breakup
regime. 
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COMPANIES AS VALUE-

DESTROYING MACHINES

To understand why, we need to step

back and consider how our dominant

companies grew to reach their pres-

ent size. Most of the top companies in

both the United States and Western

Europe are multibusiness companies.

That is, when the original successful

business generated surplus cash, am-

bitious managers at the corporate

center judged they could replicate

that success or spread risk or obtain

balance by expanding into adjacent

business areas. Over time, they built

their small, focused companies into

large diversified ones, often in more

than one industry, spread over sever-

al continents. Of the 50 biggest United

States corporations, 40 operate in

more than one business segment.

Now consider the corporate cen-

ters of these companies — the man-

agers at corporate headquarters and

in the divisions who oversee the op-

erating businesses. Corporate centers

are curious things. They do not have

customers and thus cannot generate

wealth. They have costs but not rev-

enues. To outweigh these costs, they

must provide some service to the

companies in the corporation that the

latter need and could not achieve on

their own. They must add value to the

operating companies.

Now, theoretically speaking, it is

not hard for a center to add value. On

the financial side, for example, a com-

bined group can probably reduce the

cost of borrowing and save on spe-

cialist financial administration and act

as a liaison with the capital markets. A

wise center can also add value

through advice and guidance, by at-

tracting and appointing better man-

agers, by providing training, through

centralized purchasing and by throw-

ing corporate resources behind

promising ventures in the operating

companies. These are important ad-

vantages. By these and other means

almost any center, even if not very well

run, is bound to add some value.

The trouble is that most centers

destroy more — substantially more —

than they create. The Ashridge Strate-

gic Management Center, an academic

research unit dedicated to under-

standing multibusiness companies,

has been studying value creation and

destruction for 10 years. The results

are unequivocal: while a few multi-

business companies (including, inter-

estingly, some conglomerates) create

substantial net value, the large major-

ity are net destroyers in at least part

of their portfolio. We esti-

mate that on average corpo-

rate centers destroy between

10 percent and 50 percent of

a corporation’s entire value.

The idea that a corpora-

tion’s operating companies

would be a tenth or even 50

percent better off without a

center to guide them is star-

tling and at first sight im-

probable. But backing up

anecdotal evidence, such as

the tangible 

value being delivered by

breakups and the fact that

stock markets often value

highly diversified companies

at less than the total of their

parts (in other words, they

judge that the center is worth less than

nothing), our research shows that

there are as many ways for central

managers to hold back or harm their

subsidiaries as to improve them.

What’s more, they are often invisible.

It is only when they are held up to the

light that it becomes clear that the net

effect is negative  —  often very nega-

tive indeed.

FOUR KINDS OF VALUE 

DESTRUCTION

Consider the oil companies. When

Exxon, Shell and British Petroleum di-

versified into minerals in the 1980’s, it

seemed a sensible choice. Minerals

and oil appeared to be two of a kind, in-

volving exploration, extraction, tricky

political negotiations, technically com-

plex projects and large amounts of

capital. Commentators agreed. 

Yet after a decade of disillusion-
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While a few multi-
business companies
(including, interest-

ingly, some conglomerates)
create substantial net value,
the large majority are net 
destroyers in at least part of
their portfolio.
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ment, not a single oil company has

made a success of minerals. Most com-

panies have tossed in the towel. On 

average, during the mid-1980’s the

minerals businesses of Atlantic Rich-

field, B.P., Exxon and Shell were earn-

ing a pretax return on sales of minus 17

percent. At the same time, indepen-

dent minerals companies were making

plus 10 percent.

With hindsight, the similarities

between oil and minerals were decep-

tive. Success factors were quite dif-

ferent. In fact, the oil majors have been

unsuccessful not just in minerals but

in practically every other attempted

diversification. Given the number of

tries, this cannot have been just a mat-

ter of bad luck. The outcome can only

have been the result of value destruc-

tion of truly heroic consistency and

comprehensiveness.

➢ The experience of the oil com-

panies dramatically demonstrates

Value Destroyer No. 1: the potential-

ly disastrous effects of central execu-

tive influence on the companies it is in

charge of. Put crudely, the oil compa-

ny centers did not understand the

minerals business and imposed on the

companies worse decisions than they

would have made on their own. Logi-

cally, this is hardly surprising. Why

should an oil-company chief execu-

tive, in 10 percent of his or her time, be

able to see better strategies for a min-

erals business than energetic man-

agers who have devoted 100 percent

of their time to the sector and its nu-

ances for years? 

The delusion is the greater since

the chief executive depends for infor-

mation on the operating managers in

the first place. By definition, that in-

formation will not only be incomplete;

it will also be subtly distorted because

there are so many insidious incentives

for managers to withhold or “manipu-

late” the data (particularly at budget

and bonus time). For all the good in-

tentions, influence and action derived

from skewed information can hardly

help being flawed.

Or consider the LBO/MBO expe-

rience. Why do buyouts have such a

strong overall record of success? Be-

cause they work with the grain

of a simple truth. However en-

lightened the parent, most peo-

ple work harder and smarter if

they are in charge of their own

destinies. Improvisation, going

the extra mile, adapting quick-

ly to change are all more nat-

ural and effective when man-

agers are free to do it in their

own way. By shifting manage-

ment control and eliminating

the corporate center, a buyout

forces the business to grow up

and make its own decisions

— almost 

always leading to radical

changes in behavior.

➢ The second powerful destruc-

tive element — Value Destroyer No. 2

— is the pursuit of synergy. Synergy

has always been one of the most elu-

sive concepts in management, daz-

zlingly attractive in theory, consis-

tently disappointing in practice. Our

research shows why. Most synergies

are mirages, the product of corporate

wishful thinking. There are powerful

reasons that corporate managers find

the idea of synergies irresistible — af-

ter all, academics and consultants

have taught them that is what the cen-

ter is there for. But our investigations

demonstrate that this is looking

through the wrong end of the tele-

scope. In ordinary circumstances, the

self-interested, profit-seeking behav-

ior that is the whole basis of our suc-

cessful market system will insure that

independent managers cooperate to

capture available synergy benefits.

Only in special cases, therefore,

should the center expect to create val-

ue by intervening in what motivated

managers would do on their own ac-

count. Think of it like this: to create

value from synergies, the corporate

center must first overcome its natural

information disadvantage, then find

areas where enlightened self-interest

is not working, next confirm that the

benefits are not a mirage and finally

bring the parties together in a suc-

cessful transaction. Each of these

steps by itself involves difficult judg-
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However enlight-
ened the parent,
most people work

harder and smarter if they 
are in charge of their own 
destinies.
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ments. Together, they are a tall order.

Not surprisingly, there are more fail-

ures than successes.

➢ Value Destroyer No. 3 is the be-

havior of corporate staffs. The central

functions — finance, treasury, public

relations, legal and human resources

— are all well-documented sources of

frustration for the operating busi-

nesses. Their one-size-fits-all policies

are often unsuited to parts of the cor-

poration. Their privileged position

makes the services they provide un-

responsive or uncompetitive or both.

Information technology departments

for instance often reduce the compet-

itiveness of the business units they are

supposed to serve (which is why so

many of them are being hived off in

outsourcing deals). Finally, the over-

head that they impose in terms of un-

wanted policies and continual de-

mands for information are actively

disempowering for business unit man-

agers. These influences are pervasive

and, by the nature of the multibusiness

company, almost impossible to avoid.

➢ Last — Value Destroyer No. 4

— corporate centers destroy value by

their efforts to develop the group port-

folio, especially by their attempts to

grow by acquisition. Countless acad-

emic studies have been carried out on

the subject of acquisitions. The con-

clusions are consistent and ir-

refutable: most acquisitions destroy

value for the purchasing company.

Any value released by the change of

ownership goes to the seller, not the

buyer. Part of the reason is the well-es-

tablished “acquisition premium” —

companies usually have to overpay to

persuade the seller to sell. But, as we

can now see, this is only the

half of it. To justify the premi-

um paid, the buyer inter-

venes to try to improve op-

erations — by (guess what)

exerting executive influence,

launching synergy initiatives

and applying the expertise of

central staffs — thus com-

pounding the initial error.

AT&T’s disastrous excursion

into computers is a good ex-

ample of these forces at

work. So until recently was

Sony’s Hollywood venture.

Rough calculations indicate

that Sony paid up to $2 billion

more than it should have for

the ailing Columbia Studios.

A few billion more disap-

peared as the parent company chose

the wrong people, exercised the

wrong controls and pursued wrong-

headed ideas about hardware-soft-

ware synergies. Although Sony is now

making money, it has a long way to go

to recoup the $4 billion to $8 billion it

previously lost — a truly Oscar-win-

ning demonstration of how acquisi-

tions wreck value.

As should be clear from these ex-

amples, far from being an isolated oc-

currence, value destruction is endem-

ic to the multibusiness company. It is

not primarily a question of manage-

ment incompetence or ill will, but part

of the fabric and structure of the cor-

poration. Our research shows that

most companies — not just some —

are subject to these kinds of value de-

struction. They are overdiversified,

and on balance the corporate center

does more harm than good. There is

an implacable corollary to this finding.

To release the value that is currently

being destroyed and to prevent it from

being eroded in the future, value-de-

stroying companies should break

themselves up, or at least put a

breakup on the agenda.

PUTTING BREAKUP ON  

THE AGENDA

For many managers, whose whole ca-

reers have been built on the assump-

tion that success involves mounting

the ladder to power at corporate

headquarters, this is a tough proposi-

tion even to consider. Like men with

chest pains who avoid going to see the

doctor, they prefer not to think about

the possibility of bad news. To bring

objectivity to an emotive issue, we of-

fer a four-part self-diagnostic, de-

signed to bring out the hard facts that

will either confirm the health of the

P O L I C Y
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companies should break
themselves up, or at least put
a breakup on the agenda.
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current portfolio or cause corporate

managers to ask themselves search-

ing questions about their roles and the

lifestyle of the present grouping. 

• What are the natural clusters

in the portfolio? Some businesses

naturally go together. They are so sim-

ilar that they respond to the same

managerial influences. Two McDon-

ald’s franchises form a natural cluster,

as do businesses manufacturing simi-

lar kinds of metal parts for similar

kinds of customers. The feature of a

natural cluster is that the businesses

have similar critical success factors and

similar opportunities for improvement. 

In every business, there are a few

things that must be done really well

for a company to succeed. These are

the critical success factors. In the oil ex-

ploration business, for example, ne-

gotiating with governments, technical

exploration skills, project manage-

ment and the ability to mobilize huge

amounts of capital are all critical to

success. It is in these areas that lead-

ing companies distinguish themselves

from their rivals. As it turns out, these

are quite different from the things that

make for success in minerals. In min-

erals the key to success is low-

cost deposits, which are often

better accessed through joint

venturing than through explo-

ration. Despite some superfi-

cial similarities, oil and miner-

als are not natural bedfellows:

they do not respond to the

same managerial influences.

Clustering by critical suc-

cess factors is no science, and

reasonable people can dis-

agree about how similar the

businesses are. The purpose

of the exercise is not to arrive

at a precise result but rather to

take the current portfolio of business-

es and group it into clusters of similar

types. The aim is to create some sepa-

rate clusters rather than to agonize

about which business fits into which

cluster. In a portfolio of food-manufac-

turing businesses, the clusters might

The feature of a 
natural cluster is that
the businesses have

similar critical success factors
and similar opportunities 
for improvement.
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T he Virgin Group is a $3 bil-

lion family of private com-

panies, largely majority-

owned by Richard Branson, the

group’s founder and head. Virgin

consists of a number of “clusters”

of related concerns. For example,

a travel cluster contains two air-

lines, an aviation services business

and a travel company. A trading

cluster includes vodka and cola.

An entertainment cluster has cin-

emas, music “megastores,” radio

stations, a record label and film

interests. There is a financial-ser-

vices cluster along with many oth-

er businesses ranging from a bal-

looning company to a railway and

from bridal dresses to nightclubs.

Virgin looks like a ragbag,

with all the value-destruction po-

tential that conglomeration usu-

ally entails. In fact, Mr. Branson

succeeds in adding value to all

the group’s diverse businesses us-

ing a recipe with four ingredi-

ents: the Virgin brand, the

group’s public relations and mar-

keting skills, its understanding of

the opportunity presented by “in-

stitutionalized” markets, and its

experience with green-field start-

ups. In Virgin lingo, an institu-

tionalized market is one dominat-

ed by a few competitors who fail

to give good value to customers

because they have become ineffi-

cient over time or overabsorbed

with one another. The Virgin

brand enables the group to scale

normally insurmountable barriers

to entry, and its low-cost market-

ing skills insure an excellent cost

structure even where the product

is produced by a third party.

Mr. Branson and his two-man

business-development team re-

view about 50 business proposals

a week. At any one time they

have about four new prospects

under discussion. Good prospects

are those that address institution-

alized markets, fit the Virgin

brand (genuine and fun, contem-

porary and different, consumers’

champion and first class at busi-

ness-class prices), will respond to

the Virgin recipe, offer an entic-

ing reward-to-risk ratio and are

presented by a capable manage-

ment team. Mr. Branson has been

less successful when he has had a

good idea and has gone out to

look for a manager to run it. The

best proposals have come to him

from managers who want to run

the business themselves.

Mr. Branson avoids all four val-

ue destroyers by maintaining an

exceptionally decentralized struc-

ture. The Virgin brand is con-

trolled by licensing agreements

with each business, and Mr. Bran-

son’s interests are protected by in-

suring he almost invariably has an

ownership stake of 50 percent or

greater. Apart from these con-

trols, the businesses are run as in-

dependent companies by their

own boards of directors. The cor-

porate headquarters, if it can be

called that, contains fewer than

20 people. Virgin has little execu-

tive influence, no corporate staffs,

no desire to push synergies and

little appetite for acquisitions. The

recipe Mr. Branson offers his busi-

nesses (the brand, marketing,

public relations and start-up skills)

is highly specific, and the group

has been designed to minimize

any other interference. &SB

Why
The Virgin

Group Works
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be frozen foods, ambient foods and

fresh foods — or they might be premi-

um foods and standard-quality foods.

Normally, the way a company is cur-

rently organized into divisions is a

good indication of what the natural

clusters are likely to be.

A second dimension of the clus-

tering is about opportunities to im-

prove. Think of the center as a doctor.

If all the doctor’s patients have similar

health problems, it is easier for her to

diagnose accurately and develop spe-

cialist remedies for her patients. If

each problem is different, however,

she will need orders of magnitude

more time, effort and resources to de-

velop effective remedies. 

Improvement opportunities exist

in all shapes and sizes. The easiest

way to get at them is to examine ex-

isting business plans. What are the

major tasks facing the management

teams? Is there a reason to suppose

that a business’s managers will un-

derperform in any of them? If so,

which and why? Clusters can then be

developed of businesses with similar

areas of likely underperformance —

much as a doctor might group pa-

tients with asthma together, separate-

ly from those with broken limbs.

Inevitably, the clustering by op-

portunities to improve will give some

slightly different combinations than

clustering by critical success factors.

Here again, our advice is to take a

broad-brush approach rather than a

precision analysis approach. The ob-

jective is to divide the portfolio into

different kinds of clusters. If more than

one way of clustering is evident, it may

be best to try looking at the portfolio

in both ways to see if one con-

cept stands up to the subse-

quent steps of analysis better

than another.

• Does the center fit with

each cluster? The purpose of

cluster analysis is to identify

groups of businesses with sim-

ilar success factors and similar

improvement opportunities.

The next issue to address is

whether the center has the spe-

cialist skills to be a good parent

of each of the clusters.

The traditional response

was to dismiss this question as

irrelevant or unimportant: gen-

eral managers are capable of handling

anything, and if the center lacks some

needed skills, they can be bought in.

To the contrary, our research says

clearly that corporate centers, like

individual managers, cannot be good

at everything. They must specialize.

If managers with the required corpo-

rate-center skills were freely avail-

able, the improvement opportunities

would not exist — the businesses

would already be improved. More-

over, managers with different skill

sets do not sit easily together, espe-

cially in a small corporate center. Ra-

tionalizers and cost cutters have dif-

ferent beliefs and values from

business builders. Retailers think dif-

ferently from manufacturers. Imagin-

ing that they can work together with-

out a) debilitating disagreement or b)

constraining compromise, is naive.

Judging whether skills at the cen-

ter fit the needs of a cluster, however,

is hard; and who is to make the call?

Fortunately, some objective analysis

can be done. An analysis of the suc-

cesses and failures of the last 5 or 10

years can throw up compelling data

on what the center is good or bad at.

Additional objectivity can be gained

by asking the opinions of business-

unit managers — who are normally vo-

cal about the strengths and weak-

nesses of their corporate masters.

Finally, some process of forced rank-

ing of the clusters by degree of fit will

identify those that conform least well.

• Is there a logic for keeping the

clusters together? For many years,

the British chemicals company Impe-

rial Chemical Industries (I.C.I.) argued

that there were major technology syn-

ergies that justified keeping its chem-

ical and pharmaceutical operations

under common ownership. In 1991,

Britain’s most feared corporate

raider, Lord Hanson, bought a 2.8

percent stake in the company. For

some months, a full bid appeared pos-

sible but was repelled, courtesy of the

synergy argument. Shortly after-

wards, however, I.C.I. reversed the

P O L I C Y

Improvement op-
portunities exist in
all shapes and sizes.

The easiest way to get at
them is to examine existing
business plans.
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logic and spun off its life-sciences

division, Zeneca. Now, it claimed,

managing two such different busi-

nesses had been holding both back.

(In light of market response to the de-

merger, this was true.)

As the I.C.I. example suggests,

many traditional arguments for diver-

sification — or owning different clus-

ters — do not hold up under scrutiny.

Here are some frequently encoun-

tered statements that make us feel un-

comfortable: “If we broke up, we

would be too small.” “We need diver-

sification to provide growth opportu-

nities.” “We don’t want all our eggs in

one basket.” “Although we are good at

x, the future is in y, so we must be in y

too.” “We need cyclical balance.” “By

being widely spread we can save over-

head.” Although common, such re-

marks as these are not just unsatis-

factory reasons for diversifying; they

are also likely to lead to value

destruction and are a strong

indication that breakup

should be on the corporate

agenda.

Of course, there are

many successful companies

with more than one cluster in

their portfolio. Take Procter &

Gamble and Unilever, for ex-

ample, clearly multi-cluster

businesses. And what about

General Electric, perhaps the

most admired company in the

world, or ABB — both multi-

business companies if not conglom-

erates? Or, even more extreme, with

clusters ranging from travel to retail-

ing, media to financial services, Vir-

gin?

The answer is that all these com-

panies have developed ways of adding

value that are relevant to a broad

range of clusters. All of these compa-

nies have their limitations, as G.E.

demonstrated when it ventured into

investment banking. However, the

medicine that these companies have

developed has proved suitable to a

range of clusters, and the manage-

ment system they employ is suffi-

ciently decentralized to reduce the

Many traditional
arguments for diversi-
fication — or owning

different clusters — do not
hold up under scrutiny.
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dangers of value destruction. Their ex-

ceptional performance is just that,

however, and strongly underlines our

fundamental point: to pass the multi-

cluster test takes a logic that goes far

beyond conventional notions of syn-

ergy, spread or balance.

• Does the multicluster logic

stand up to challenge? It will be clear

enough by now that we believe multi-

cluster strategies should be viewed

with great skepticism. If managers still

insist on such strategies, their rea-

soning should be subject to intense

questioning. Why do they believe they

can buck the usual rules? Will in-

vestors buy the argument? Does past

performance support it? What hard

evidence can be brought in favor?

One obvious witness is the share-

holder verdict. If the company is

worth more than the breakup value of

the businesses, shareholders implic-

itly believe that central management

is adding value sufficient to justify the

premium. If management complains

that the company’s shares are under-

valued — and particularly if the whole

is worth less than sum of the parts —

then the market is giving central man-

agement the thumbs down. The cor-

poration may be worth more dead

than alive.

Another tell-tale sign is past per-

formance. It is easy for managers to

become emotionally committed to

their ideas. Simple performance analy-

sis, benchmarking a company’s fig-

ures against those of rivals, often

comes as a shock. At an international

leisure company, a senior planner was

surprised to find that the corpora-

tion’s high-profile acquisitions in a

number of areas were comprehen-

sively outperformed by a peer group

of good independents. Despite the ev-

idence of value destruction, however,

he was unable to slow down the pace

of acquisition. “Growth ambitions

have their own momentum,” he ex-

plained, “and we seem to be doing fine

at the moment.” As you would expect,

we do not expect this company to be

“doing fine” for very long.

THE FOCUSED FUTURE

As should now be abundantly clear,

we believe that for many companies,

the answers to the four questions will

confront managers with a radical de-

cision: breaking up the corporation or

at least breaking off one or more clus-

ters. One measure of the pressures

building on them is the contortions

that companies are going through to

justify their diversity with focus-

sounding phrases that in fact mean

something quite different: “leisure 

and related businesses,”

“chemical and speciality

products,” “electrical, electro-

mechanical and electronic

products.” None of these justi-

fy diversity; they merely hide it.

Do not be fooled. The

multibusiness companies of to-

day will survive in the long term

only if they can demonstrate

that they consistently add more

value than they subtract. Few

pass this test in 1998; even few-

er will do so in the new millen-

nium, as competitive pressures

continuously raise the perfor-

mance bar.

Some multibusiness com-

panies will live on, but they will be so

skilled at what they do that they will in

effect become focused-business com-

panies. Some, like Unilever, will be so

much better at marketing fast-moving

consumer goods that they will more

than compensate for being spread

over several clusters. Some, like Vir-

gin, will be so good at image building

and using Richard Branson’s brand

that they will find improvement op-

portunities where others would reap

only value destruction. Others again,

like Emerson and Kohlberg Kravis

Roberts, will find a niche for their par-

ticular corporate-center skills, seeking

out businesses that need them, ac-

quiring them and passing them on

when they have no more value to add.

For the majority of companies that are

overdiversified, however, radical so-

lutions are needed. If managers do not

do the arithmetic themselves, the

market will do it for them. &SB

P O L I C Y

The multibusiness
companies of today
will survive in the

long term only if they can
demonstrate that they 
consistently add more value
than they subtract.


